The Commission’s SVHC Roadmap 2020
Our initiative: An example of how to apply the Commission’s Roadmap
The figure is taken from the European Chemical
Agency’s document reflecting the Implementation
Plan for the Commission’s SVHC Roadmap.
Light green reflects our additions to the figure and
emphasises where our proposal would be a
consequent application of the roadmap.

Aim of authorisation (Art 55 REACH)
- Ensure good functioning of the EU market
- Risks for SVHC are properly controlled
- Substitution of SVHC where technically &
economically feasible
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If there is a concern on a substance an RMOA
should be carried out.
RMOA leads to either: Candidate List, Restriction, No
Action or Other legislation.
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Other legislation is an option that can be chosen
following the Roadmap, when it offers the best Risk
Management Option for the identified concern.
This other legislation can be workplace legislation
(WPL/OSH), RoHS, WFD, …
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For substances that are exclusively handled in
the workplace, potential risks can be more
effectively addressed by workplace-specific
legislation.
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Our initiative: When to choose workplace legislation (WPL) - including OELs
Consider WPL in the RMOA
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Aim of WPL: Prevent risk – “STOP“
- Substitution
- Technical improvement
- Organisational action
- Personal protective equipment

Conditions:
 Uses at the workplace only
(industrial or professional setting)
 No identified risks outside the
workplace that would require
further risk management measures
 Risk identified for the workplace can
be addressed by workplace
legislation (including an EU-wide
OEL, which might need to be set)
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Option to be chosen if the conditions are
fulfilled
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Options to be considered if the conditions
are not fulfilled.
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RMOA identifies “workplace concern”: Synergies between REACH and WPL
Synergies between
REACH and WPL
If “workplace concern” is identified
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1. If a “workplace concern” is identified, DG EMPL
should be heard in the course of the RMOA.
Where workplace authorities and REACH
authorities agree that a risk at the workplace
needs to be addressed by means of an OEL,
SCOEL’s work plan should prioritise that
substance with the objective of setting a
harmonised OEL as swiftly as possible.

 Uses at the workplace only
(industrial or professional setting)
 No identified risks outside the
workplace that would require
further risk management measures
 Risk identified for the workplace can
be addressed by workplace
legislation (including an EU-wide
OEL, which might need to be set)
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2. DG EMPL and SCOEL should be granted easier
access to the data in the REACH registration
dossier.
3. Once SCOEL has recommended a limit value,
this could be used as a reference to update the
registration dossier. This will contribute to
consistent communication in Safety Data Sheets.
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4. If the implementation of a harmonised OEL
requires an impact assessment, DG EMPL should
be enabled to use the data included in the
REACH registration dossiers. In cases where a
public consultation has been conducted under
REACH (e.g. in the context of the RMOA), this
should also be shared, which would reduce the
time needed for the impact assessment.
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How to proceed when for some uses WPL qualifies as best RMO and Authorisation is found to be the best RMO for other uses

Conditions:
 Some uses are at the workplace only (industrial or
professional setting)
 For these uses there are no identified risks outside
the workplace that would require further risk
management measures
 Risk identified for the workplace can be addressed by
workplace legislation (including an EU-wide OEL,
which might need to be set)
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 For other uses of the same substance, REACH
Authorisation is identified as best RMO
1

Option to be chosen for those uses where
the criteria for WPL as best RMO are
fulfilled (importance of setting an OEL
swiftly)

Inclusion of the substance on the Candidate
List (due to the recognition that, for some
other uses, REACH Authorisation is the best
RMO)
Application of authorisation scheme to
these other uses, if substance is prioritised.
However, exemption (Article 58(2) of
REACH) to be applied to uses where WPL
has been identified as best RMO.
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What to do with substances for which no RMOA was carried out prior to decision to include on Candidate List?
Substances addressed early on have not all gone
through a proper RMO Assessment as recommended
by the SVHC 2020 roadmap. Without weighing other
options, they have been included on the candidate
list and some of them have been prioritized for
authorization.
Reason for this situation: when implementing REACH,
not all implications could be foreseen. The RMOA
route is a lesson learnt.
Besides the risk assessment, an assessment of the
available RMOs inside and outside of REACH and an
initial assessment of economic impact and lack of
alternatives are now included in the procedure.
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Some substances have already been included on
the Candidate List (and have possibly already been
prioritized for authorization), but no RMOA was
carried out. Where no RMOA was carried out or
where it lacked aspects that are now included on the
SVHC Roadmap, the assessment should be done
before proceeding with authorization.
For fairness and consistency it would be advisable
to reconsider the 'automatic routing' that was
initially applied to candidate listed substances
without the opportunity for an RMOA.
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